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Scientific Visualization Homework 3
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Due 9 AM Feb 1

Submit your work in a single hw3.pdf file committed to the hw3 subdirectory of your individual
CNETID-scivis-2017 repository. You may write answers by hand on paper and scan it (gray-scale is fine); make sure the
resulting file is legible and under 3 MB in size. Unless there is mention of a word count limit, your answer should not include
explanation, justification, or other prose: just the answer, please. If there is a word count limit given, respect it. When counting
“words” in mathematics, treat each stand-alone expression as a word, and each “=” in an equation or derivation as a word. A
picture or diagram is worth 10 words.

The first four questions are at the end of Chapter 1 of Foundations of Scientific Visualization. When your answer
involves a mathematical derivation, each line of the derivation may give a terse one-line justification (by reference
to some equation or property, like the derivations in FSV), but no extended prose is needed.

1) Question 1. This is just a matter of repeated application of the definition of ⊗, and other properties of vector
operations.

2) Question 2, all parts. “Show your work” means show the mathematical derivation of the answer.

3) Question 3. Show your derivation.

4) Question 4, all parts. For part (d): the different geometric specification of B = {x,y} would still have B being
an orthonormal basis for a flat vertical surface in front of us. Answer with 25 words or less.

1

opacity = α 1

5) Class Jan 26 described how the compute the opacity ofN samples, each with opacity
α, being composited with “over”. This scenario is relevant for ray-cast volume render-
ing, where the many samples along a ray (through a volume) will be composited to form
the color for one pixel in the rendered image. This question gives the same scenario a
geometric context, and uses it to derive an opacity “correction” that you will need for
Project 3. The distance (in world-space) between subsequent samples along one ray is
called step size, denoted by s here. Consider a slab of semi-transparent material one
unit thick. As illustrated here, when viewed directly (with the view direction same as
surface normal), the apparent opacity of the entire slab is α1; 0 < α1 < 1. With unit step size s = 1, exactly one
sample will fall within the slab (as shown in the illustration), so the correct opacity to use for that sample is α1.

(5.a): Suppose N > 1 samples fell within the slab instead of 1. Derive a formula for new sample opacity αN

such that compositing the N samples, each with opacity αN , will result in opacity α1. Show your work and your
reasoning, in 50 words or less.

(5.b): Now imagine that the ray is passing through a region of constant opacity. Generalize your previous answer
to derive a formula for sample opacity α(s). Compositing samples separated by step-size s and having opacity α(s)
should, on average, produce the same final opacity as compositing samples that are unit distance apart (s = 1) with
opacity α1. Show your work and your reasoning, in 50 words or less.

6) This question asks you to work through the determination of a world-to-view transform matrixMview, as described
in FSV Section 5.3. If you end up writing code for this, submit it in your hw3 directory. Give your answers
numerically, to three significant figures. Suppose the following coordinates in a right-handed orthonormal basis for
world-space:

•
⇀⇀⇀
fr = (3, 7, 10)

• ⇀
⇀⇀
at = (1, 1, 1)

• ⇀⇀⇀up = (0, 1, 0)

• nc = −3
• fc = 3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Significant_figures


For this question only, we notate coordinate vectors with parenthesized lists (a, b, c) rather than the transposed row
vectors

[
a b c

]T . Before your answer to (6.a) explain what computational tool (if any) you used to get these
answers; no words are needed to justify the individual answer parts.

(6.a) What is d, the distance between fr and at?

(6.b) What is ⇀⇀⇀n ?

(6.c) What is ⇀⇀⇀u ?

(6.d) What is ⇀⇀⇀v ?

(6.e) What is Mview ?

(6.f) What are ncv and fcv ?

u

v7) A unit-radius sphere is rendered with orthographic projection. The look-at point is the
sphere center. The image plane is a square, length 2 on each side; let it be parameterized
by (u, v), u ∈ [−1, 1], v ∈ [−1, 1], where the u coordinate increases with movement in the
image plane along the u view-space basis vector, and v increases along v. Blinn-Phong
lighting is used with only a diffuse component: ka = 0, kd = 1, ks = 0. The sphere is
white (⇀⇀⇀cM = (1, 1, 1)), and there is a single white light (⇀⇀⇀cL = (1, 1, 1)), so this a gray-
scale rendering. The (constant) vector L points towards the light. Find formula for r(u),
the rendered (scalar) value on the image plane at position (u, 0), for these different L. You
only need to define r(u) for u ∈ [−1, 1]. For each part, explain your answer in 30 words
or less (including possibly a diagram, but see note in top instructions).

(7.a) L = v

(7.b) L = n

(7.c) L = u


